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Preface

The behavior categories which::Make up the following
observation syStenCw6re formed by refining or combining
-categories from existing Observation instruments,* and
by adding other categories ApprOpriate to the goals of
Project Developmental Continuity (PDC). The behavioral
categories were further examined by High/Scope Foundation
staff, and categories were eliminated if staff m4Mbrs
expected that the categories-might occur very infrequently
or that they might be unruly difficultto identify. 'Thus,
i is expected that the PDC Classroom Observation System
is one that inexperienced observers can learn to-use

'reliably within a short.-period oftime,and one that
potentially. will assess the goals of FDC.

*The principal instruments which formdd a basis for this
system were Bronson, M. Manual for Executive Social
Skill Profile for Preschool Children. Cambridge, Mass:
Harvard University, Graduate School of Education, 1973,
Ogilvie, D. and Shapiro; B. Manual for assessirig social
abilities of one to six year old children. In B.L. White
and J.C. Watt (Eds.), Experience and environment: Major
influences on the develo ment of the oun
Englewood Cliffs, M. Prentice-Hall, 1973.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE INSTRUMENT

The PDC Classroom - Observation slretem has been developed

!

by High/Scope EduCatiOnal ReSea ch-Poundation to record-

children'g behaviors in'theclasgroom. It was developed
u

for use in the evaluation of Project Developmental Continuiity

(PDC) and will.be used in PDC and comparison classes

The4Durpose-cf this manual is to instruct observers in the

use of this observation system, The man al includes an expla-

nation of how to prepare for the observations in a classroomi

how to identify each behavior catecery and how to mark (or

"code ") the observation record sheets. You mus ltiarn and

memorize the procedures and the identifying features of

each behavior category. Close adherence to these procedures

will allow you to attain an accurate and reliable record of

what happens-in classrooms..

What 4sthis observation system all about? 7Batically,.

ill spend a period of time in a classroom and. watCh

what the children do and say. You will watch one child at

a time and "code" make coded marks for the behaviors

that child on a record sheet.'

There are specific types of behaviors which you will

look for and there is a specific way in which you do this

watching. The types of behaviors are discussed later in

this manual. The timing f the observations is as follows:



4
'watch-the-child for 5 seconds and spend. the rnepet 15

seconds marking the recrd sheet. A seriet-of "beeps"

om a cassette tape will tell you when 5.seconds.and

seconds have passed. After a certain amount of time

you change to another child. The details of this

timing are discussed later in this miftalo, as are all the

procedures that you will need to follow.

B. PREPARATION FOR CLASSROOM OBSERVATIO

Introducinf Classroom Cbservatio

Although the teacher will have had a brief intro-

duction to the classroom observation system,* you should

plan to cover the f011owing'areas with her before school

starts on the first day.you are scheduled to observe.

40
(1) Inform the teacher that you w411 try to',be as

inconspiduoUs as possible by positioning Vourapif'so as
not to interfere with clasarboreacti'vities. However, point
out ter---her that your position may change as t-ie target
child moves around the room so that you can watch and listen
to the child'and- Code his/her behavior accurately. The
teacher may-have'some suggestions as to.1:7here you shOuld be
located to observe specific activities of the children
(for example, where to observe the-child in an art' activity
or during group time).

*This meeting is referred to pn paae 8-9 of the Field Proced-
ures manual..
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(Z) Check Whether.the days designated for observtlt ons

include any special events such as field trips which may
interrupt regular classroom activities. If a party iS in-
tended for one of) these days, plan to observe anyway. There
will still be pl nty o opportunity to observe and code in-
teractions

(5) .Ask the teacher to review the list of children to
'beobservedthatday and identify'any children who may have
special instructicin(e.g...speech therapy, appointment with
social.worker) which. necessitates absence from the classroom
for a period-of time- on an obsertation day. With-this
information, you should modify your.obServation schedule
where necessary. For-example, if a child you,areito observe
on Monday goeS for speech therapy on Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays, plan to'observe him ron Tuesday or Thursday
and substitute another child for Monday's observations._

(4) Find out from the teacher what the daily routine
is like in order to-familiarize yourself with the routine
or events of the -day. You may also ask the teacher to re-
view this schedule and identify WhiCh peridds of the day
correspond to the three descriptors of InteractionCapacity
(Categqry 5) on the observation. system. This information
will.guide you in coding Observations.

(5)- Also to avoid. unnecessary *hterrupt.ons during
obsertations, you should ask the teacher to briefly explain
' .....the-childrem what you will be doing in the classroom ands
w at7you :are.listening to. You shOuld offer the teacher
_h use-of the "beep" tape:4uring a group, time so that all
children can hear the- sounds and understand they "tell" you
when tormark things down on your paper. This may reduce
the numerous questions -the children will have about you
and your tape recorder.

Daily_Preparation of Materials

During the evening prior to observingkin the classr8om,

you should do the following:

(1) Chedk your-PDC, Evkuation 'Package Roster to see
whidhchildren'need to be observed. As much as
possible, Observe them in the order they appear
on the roster. This roster will be povided



for yOlibefdre you begin any classroom obser-
.,vatrons. From this roster, select the children
you will observe the next .day,. You should plah
to observe at least-twelve children during °he
half-day session.-,HaVe alternate children
selected in case a child is absent.

2) Prepare your observation

Tape recorder Ite
Cassette tape (ubeep"
Earplug
Extra batteries
Obmervation manual-
Clipboard
Child record sheets.
Pencils with erasers
List of children to be

tape)

observed

It is important to keep extra batteries handy
during observations. If the tape recorder
breaks, see if you can borrow one from the Head
Start, or PDC program. The site coordinator has
'an,additional casette tape, in case any diffi-
culties are encourltred with your tape.. If
another tape is need d, contact Mary Morris at
High/Scope immediate y. (313 485-2000)

Fillodt some .of th identification information
on therecord,sheet (for example, teacher, Head

)Start center, date, observer, and so on. You.
'may want to wait to, fill_ in a child's name in
case he/she is absent and you have to pick an
alternate.'

C. OBSERVING

When to Observe

A child is observed for 5 minutes at astime. This is

called a "cyClen. This 5-Minute o servation period, or

cycle, is broken up into segments called, "units." A unit

4



is 20-second- long-- 5 seconds o watching_ancL15 seconds

of. recd -ding. There are 3 units per minute, so there are

15 units in a 5-Minute cycle. The 5- and 15- second

intervals are signaled by 4 portable cassette tape recorder

which gives a "beep" or tone into an earphone worn by the

observdr. The first tone tells you to begin your 5 second

of-watching the child.
,

,Then the second tone tells youth

record f 15 seconds; The tones'and the intervals they

signify may be rammed in the following manner

tone tone tone tone tone

5 sec

-OBSERV

15 seconds 5 sec.

RECORD OBSERVE

15 seconds

RECORD ETC.

Obsrvations should begin as soon as opening -exercises .g.,

roll call, flag pledge, hanging up- coats) are completed. You

should plan to observe during all periods of the day except

naptime, and outdoor play. In addition, observa-
.

tions should not take place during the following situations:.

is The regular. Head Teacher*is abSent and there
Th a substitute.

al The child is watching a movie.

The c ild is attending to audio-Video equipment
(e.g. , television, phonograph, tape recoker, etc.

*For those sites that conduct regula classroom activities
outdoors (e.g.; story time, art,- snack) observe during
these times.



yod s Old stop observing and coding when, children begin

to:get ready t,0 go tiote.. If,at the-end of thesthool- dayiyou

are in the middle ot,a.nobservation:bycie,' begin the followin

day with this child and finish the bbservation. For example,

if yo1,1 are codinig 'a child in Cycle." the school day ends,',and

'return to this child the next day and begin coding where_you

left off.- BE SURE TO INDICATE T#IS ON YOUR CODING SHEET BY

DRAWING A LINE BETWEEN THE UNIT YOU STOPPED AT AND THE UNIT

WHERE YOU STARTED THE NEXT

Who to Observe

You will observe one child at a time,for a period of

5 minutes in-a cycle, When you have finiShed one 5-minute

cycle for this child, you will complete another '5.minute

cycle on the Same child. These two cycle6 are referred to

as.- " "Cycle A and Cycle B." When you have completed two

5-minute_Cycles on one,child,.you will observe a second

-child for two 5- minute cydies; then continue with a third

child. Thus, each child on your 'roster will be observed for

two consecutive cycles cr ten minutes. The following

illustrates the sequence of child observations;

ist Child

2nd Child

Ord Child

Observe 5 minutes: Cycle A
Observe 5 minutes: Cycle B

ObserVe 5 minutes: Cycle A
Observe 5 Minutes: Cycle B

'Observe 5 minutes:, Cycle A
Observe 5 minutes: Cycle B
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Since i will take you a few 4t switch from one

child tc
-

another, it will_probably'take you more than 30

ffinutes _o-finish 30 minutes of observation on three

children (10 minutes on each); but it sho,ld no take You

longer-than 45 minutes to finiSh.

h ocedure in the classroom. Before you begin

any servations, you wil4 check with the teacher to find

out ifany activities are scheduled that will keep the

children .the classroom on the day you p an to

observe (this was discussed page 3). You will adjust

your schedule to fit in with the, children's sche ules.

nearly as possible, observe the- children in the. Same

order they are listed on the, roster; however, it will

undoubtedly'hapRen that some wftl be absent on the day-

you plan to observe,them. In that case, you will substitute

another child in their place and observe the missing child

on another day.

On observation days,'you should tell the teacher the

names of the children you plan to observe. Ask the teacher
g roc, . .

to identify point out h- --, children so that you know

which children to.. observe. If they are not wearing name

tags, -you should write a description of each child's

clothing or physical features on his/hey record sheet to



aloe sure you can remember which child goes with which

name.

-You will begin Your observations with the first child

on your roster. When you have completed two cycles on

this child, observe the next child. appearing on the roster.

You should repeat this procedure for each child on your

roster until the school day ends. Remember to mark your

,record sheets if you rttt stop before completing the two

cycles om a child.

Situations tat inte ru t observations

Duripg observations, you ay.encounter situations which

interrupt your.observations require a modification in

observations schedules. A list of potential situations is

inclu-ed below with methods of handling
P

childild -to be observed is absent. 'Observe
another child on your roster and schedule
the,absent child for another day.

. Child ou-are observing leaves the room or
uses toilet. Wait 2-3 miputes'for.the child
to return.. if after this period, the child
has not returned, go on to the next Child
for one cycle (5 minutes), and then go back
and complete the Oding for the missing child.
If the Child leays the classroom for the day,
complete the observations for that particular
child on the following

/

Class leaves for outd1c9:play_or other special
unplanned activity (e.g.',gOes to gym, goes to
Hlibrary.) Stop coding and wait until the cla
has returned.' IF TFTP CtASS HAS LUNCH IN



For the mos

judgements

arise that

ANOTHER ROOM, THE OBSERVER 'SHOULD FOLLOW
AND CONTINUE CODING DURING LUNCH.'

part, observers

resourcefulness. 4f- tuations,should
-

feel unsure ih tandiang, consult with your

or contact Mary Moriris At High/Scope.site coorldinato

lis

depend on their own

D. CODING WHAT YOU OBSERVED

Observation Record sheet

The obsqrvation record sheet is in the form of a check-

(see Figure 1).

1 -

descriptions of ch

Five categories wiph corresponding

ld behavior are listed down the left side,

.followedlly.colum s o- corresponding numbers. Each number

represents a behavior or classroom description which you

might see happening. Basically, we want oU to make a slash_

mark (/) across a number,-if-you see that behaviqr in the

unit of observation.

Each cOlu-n of nu erS represents 5 seconds; .orione

"unit" of, observation. For ease in coding, the.columns are

divided off cane minute intervals. Five minutes, or one

"cycle" of observation,, is represented on one record sheet.

Each obseriyed child will have two separate record

sheets, one for each 5-minute cycle of observation. There-

fore, it is important that identification informations be
.

written in the app&ipriate,s "es on the 'right side of each

9



7Figure 1
PDC CLASSROOM OBSERVATION SYSTEM

RECORD SHEET

NONI NV [1] [1] [1] [1] i1.] DJ [1] [1] [1] i ] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1]

Lu

SOC

NSOC

.

[i] [1] [1]
[2] [2] [2]

[11 [1] [1]
[2] [2] [2]

[1] [1] [1]
[2] [2] [2]

[1] [ii RI [l], [1] [1]
[2] [2],[2] 2] [2] [2]

2i- VENG 11] [1][1] -- [1] [1] [1] [1]\[1] [1] -[1] [1] 411 -41T [1] /1]
z b PVS- t [2] [2] [2] '[2] [2] 121 [2] [2] [2] [2] [2] [2] [2] [][2]

VCOmB [3]13] [3] 13] [3] [3] [3} [3] [31 [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3]
NQNV -' [4] [4] [4] [4] [4] [4] [4] [4] [4] [4] [4r[4] [4] [4] [4]

NEG, (-) [1] [1] [13 [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1]111 [1] [1] [1] [1]

(+) i
CNT [2] .[2] [2] [2] [2] [21 [2] [2]41 - [2] [2] [2] [2] [`i--rftw
RESISTS [3] [3] [3]

, [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3]
,

OTHER [4] [4] [4] [4] [4] [4] [4,1 [4] [4] [4] [4] [4] [4] [4] 14]

w , SAY , [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1]
IL1-2 b DO 2 [2] [2] [21 [2] [2] [2] [2] [2] [2]'[2] [21 [2] [2] [2]

SIJR.POR, T- ] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3]
NA -7) [4] [4] [4] [4] [4] [4] [4] [4] [4] [4] [4] [4] [4] [4]44]

REQ [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [I] [r] [1] [1]
GIVE [2] [2] [2] [2] [2] [2] [21 [2] [21 [21121 [21 [2] [2] [2]
NA [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [a] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3]

. ,

a

NEG [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [11 [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1]

(+)
CNT [2] [2] [2] [2] [2] [2] [2] [2] [2] [2] [2] [2] [2] [2] [2]
RESISTS [3] [3] [3) [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3]
OTHER [4] [4] [4] [4] [4] [4] [4] [4] [4] [4] [4] [4] [4] [4] [4]

I- 1,-- , I
,..-

4
cc ,=, SAY [1] [1] [I] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1]
I= ' , bo [2] [2] [2] [2] [2] [2] [2] [2] [2] [2] [2] [2] [2],[2] []

v SUPPORT [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3]*[3] [3] [3] [3)'[3]
NA [4] [4] [4] [4] [4] [4] [4] [4] [4] [4] [4] [4]. [4] [4] [4]

REQ [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1,] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1][I] [1]
c GIVES [2] [2] [2] [2] [2] [2] [2] [2] [2] [2] [2] [21 [2] [2] [2]

NA [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [31 [3] [3] [3]

MX [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [I] [1] [1] [1] [1] [1] [11 [1] [11 [T11
HOD [2] [21 [2] [2] [21 [2] [2] [2] [2] [2] [2] [2] . [2] [2] [21
MIN [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3] [3][3] [3] [3] [3] [3]

10
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record sly This information shOUld be completed as much

as possib before the obServation day, leaving the child's
)

name and cle to be completed dur g the ',recording ,intervals.

As ed eaflier. 'if the children d- wear tagsi, you

should ite a,deseriPtiOn of the child on the record, sheet

to.help you find the right child at the.right time.

when to Code

section reviews what-has been discussed earlier

about Tien t oosi ve and When to code, Remember that you

will be signaled with ' eepl" on the,tapel.recorder.

inning with the first .plaild on your roster, you

will observe each child

each rec =d sheet represents 5 minutes of obserVation,

will code two sepe ate record sheets for each,child. Be

sure to ntify on your record sheet whether the behavior

you are g occurred during Cycle A or Cycle B. For

{y}ou w111 watch the child for_ 5seconds and then

code the child's ehavithr on the record sheet during.the.

next 15 seconds, 'moving to a new column for each successive

for() co-seeutive minutes. Since

each cyc

unit.

After obse g and coding the behavior oT the first

target child for110 minutes, you Should then quitkly ,locate
.;,i-

I

.
-- .

the next child for obServations and station yourself in a

good location fOr proper bservetia. ;Becauseof time.



constraints, this transition should:not ake longer than
,

two minutes so that observation of the second childcah

begin,as soon as possible. You should then observe the

second child, repeating the above procedures; then procee_

to- the third child. Within a 45 minute peri6d or less,

you shoUld complete 10 minutes of observation on three

children.

What to Code

Each child in the sample group will be observed, and

you will code-each child's behavior individually. FolloWing

the 5 second; of observationlyou first place a slash

mark in the propriate column to Andivate whether the child
I ,

is Noninvolved (Category 1) or Involved-(Category 2). (These

and the other categories are explained'in the-next section.)'

In each observation unit (of 5 seconds) you always decid

first whether to, mark Category 1 or Category 2. When y

have decided on Categ ry 1 or 2, you do-the following:

its qf the Category 1 (Noninvolved) is selected,
yotrplace a slash mark next to Category 1.
Then you skip Categories 2 through 4 and.
code Category 5.

at If Category 2 (Involved) is selected, you
place a slash mark next to one item of each
of the two subcategories of Category 2, You
may also code Cakegory 3 and/or 4. You do
code Category 5.

Within categories and subcategories, Which appeal as bakes

on the record sheet, only one item can be marked for each It ft.



Special coding procedures should .be followed;when more

than one behavior 'occurs within one's- second "observe" interval.

If during the 5 seconds the target chirld interacts -ith both

a peer and an adult (either simultaneously or one following

the other), items in subcategories (a,-b, and c) of-Categories

3 and 4 should be coded. When other behaViors occur during -the-

5 seconds, you should decide which behavior had the longest

duration and mark that categOry or descriptor item. For

example, if the target child is painting a picture and stops

for a,second to gaze out the window, you would disregard this

Noninvolved behavior and place slash marks in Category 4_

Involved.Overhalfofthis"observe"'interva7:Was spent

working with materials, an example of/Nonsocial Involveinent.

When behaviors have equal duration (i.e., each behavior lasts

for approximately one-half of the "observe" interval) and you

haVe difficulties making this distinctio3n, mark the behavior

occurring last in the', sequence

E. BEHAVIOR CATEGORIES

This section lists and describes all of the behavior cate-

gor es you will' need to know how to code. The definitions tell

you how to decid if a particular oategory of behavior is

happening. Then _xamples are given of types of haviors that

would fit 'into those categories. There will be times when the

actual behavior you oberve doesn't seem to Diu to

into the categories. You Will need

behavior fits best.

13\

deCide where the

exactly



You need to memorize the category definitions so that

you can'make most of your Boding decisions without refering

to this manual. You should always have your manual with

you, however, in case you run into problems.

Involvement (Categories 1 and 2)

Category 1. Noninvolved,
NONIWY

Category 1 is coded when the child is not-interacting
with a peer, adult, or object and A not doing anything else
that seems to have a purpose. This category includes in-Wtan-
oes where the child is lOoking' at a person, but the person
is not looking at or talking directly td the child. In other
words, it is not a reciprocal interaction; the child is
merely watching someone who is not paying attention to him.
when this category is coded, you-do not code Categories 2
throu-h 4.' You do code Categor

Examples of this behavior ca egory:

The child is staring into spi riot paying attention
to_the.things going on around

6 The child is aimlessly wandering around Ihe,classroom
and doesn't seem to have any purpose or inte' on in
mind.

The child .holding an object:,%pach as a-block, but
doesn't do anything with.it.- And he doesn't seem to
obe.planning,to do anythipg with it.

O The child is watching two boys build a block tower.
The boys are not looking at, the target child.

O The Child is watching the aide who -is helping another
child make a kite. The teacher is directing her
attention only,on,the child making the kite.

category 2. ',Involved

-Category 2 is codFd when the target child is inter- /-

acting with a peers,),,:adult(s), or object(s) or is involved
in an observable directed behavior, such as singing to
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himself. If the child is involved in any of these Ways during
the 5-second observation interval, his behavior is coded in
two subcategories to indicate:' (a) the context of the activity
(for example, interacting wi.th people and/or materials); and
(b) the language-spoken during-the activity, if any. In order
to code Category 2, you place a slash mark in each of these
subcategories (2,a and 2b) to decribe the child's'involvement.
After coding the subcategories of Category 2, you will'look.
Categories 3 and 4 and mark any-that furth-r describe the
child's behavior.

Subcategories. When_ you have decided that Category 2applies to thEEald's behavior; you must place A slash mark
on one item in each of two subcategories: 2a and 2b.

ubcate o 2a. Focus of atten on If the-child
is involve in an activity, then-yo must decide
which of the two items describes the focus of
th- ckjad's attention: social or nonsocial.

Nonsocial (NS00-1

Exmples:

6 The child is quietly piAtting a puzzle together at the
toy table without talking to anyone else.

The child is paying attention to
ob'ects by looking at and/or touch-
ing those -objets or the child is
engaged in some other lbservable,
directedbehavior' which does not
involve. other persons (such as
siniging-tO himself).

e The child is skipping alo around the room.

e The child is sitting 'on the rug -singing to himself.

Note: When this item is marked you skip Categories 3
--_-_d 4,and-code Category 5.

4 .

The child is paying attention to another
person (peer or adult) b looking at 0-
listening.to this pers

c;

9/. The person he
child is looking at.cit' listening to must c
also be looking at the child or speaking
directly to the child. During small or
large group activities, _this item is coded
only when the child is looking at and
listening to the person leading the activity

Social

15



Examples:

4 The child is sitting on the
a story and is helping tell

o`alking to the group. Ps.,ohild may also'(in addition to looking at or' listen lig to)be paying attention to another person by
sharing materials and working on a common
project, talking to and/or touctring theperson. This item is coded when the child
interacts with both persons and object
(either at the same time or one following theother) during the 5 second interval.

C777b

teacher' lap listening
parts of the story.

_0 The child is calling a peer a name.

The child is listening to a. peer who is telling himhow to paint his.picture.
o The child is playing a lotto game with -the teacher.
The child and a peer are looking each .Other as theyeat their snack.

fi

Note: If the child is socikl. with a pew, a ult, or both
peer and adult, you thust code the app priate items
in Categoiies 3 and/or 4 that best des rite the
child's-social interactions V---,---

cat 2b. Langu e spoken during the activity.
If the child is involved in an activity _ en you
must decide which one of the following four items
describes the behavior: ,verbal in English; verbal
in Spanish, verbal in combined English and Spanish,
or nonverbal.

While engaging in activities,
with people and/or objects,.
the child speaks only in
English.

Verbal in4S isn ( While engaging in activities
w4.th people and/or objects,
fhe child speaks only in
Spanish.

Verbal in Combined
English and Spanish (VCOME)_ While engaging in activ-

ities with people and/or
obiects, the child speaks
a combination of-English
and!, SpaniL$11 or-uses Span-
glish.
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Nonverbal NONV While engaging in activities with
people and/or objects, the child
does not speak.

Catesor 3. Interactions- with Pee

Category 3 is coded when the target child _ eracts with
a peer(S) by looking at, listening to, talking with, -or
sharing materials and working on a,common project, The peer
the child is looking at or listening to must be lookingat
the child or speaking directly to the target child. ,if the
child is interacting with a per in any of these Ways, during
the 5- second interval, his behavior is coded -in three sub-
categories to indicate: (a) the type of peer interaction;
(b) the purpose of the peer interaction; and (c) the role
played during the peer interaC4ion. In order to code Category
3, you place a slash mark in each of)bee subcategories
(3a, 3b, and 3c) to describe the interaction With a
peer(s).0,If more than one of, 'the items in a qiVen subcategory
occurs during the 5-second interval, put a slash mark bdside
the item having the longest duration.

Subcategories. When you have decided that Category,3
applies to the 'Child's behavior, you must place a slash mark
on one item in each of the three subcategories: 3a, 3b, and

subcategory 3a. Type of peed interaction. If the
child is interacting with a peer, then you must
decide which one of the following four items best
describes the behavior: negatl'e, controlling,
resisting Or other.

ILIzILLa2DMaii: The child expresses verbal' and /or
nonverbal aggression or hostility
toward the person he is interacting
with.

0

Examp

When the child attempts to join a group of peers
building a block structure, one,of the peers says,/
"You can't play here." The child responds by
knocking down the block structure and' building
Another in is place.

The peer pushes a peer away from the drinking
fountain knocking her down onto the floor.



When asked by a peer to play a game., the child
responds, "It's my turn to pain now," and pushes
the peer away.

For no apparent reason; the child hits another child
in the stomach.-

The child threatenS a peer by saying, "You better
watch out 'cause lean beat you up."

Controlling [CN The child attempts Verbally and/or
nonverbally to direct, influence,
or manipulate the behavior of a
peer(s) in a pos\itive manner (i.e.,
without showing Verbal or physical
aggression). The intent of the
ctld's behavior is directed
toward. one of the follOwing out-
comes changing :the' peer's course
of action, initiating a new peer
behavior, or telling (and/or
showing) the peer what to do or
how to act.

Examples:

The child approaches a peer shOwing hiM a garrib a-
says, "Let's play this game,"

The child goes over to a peer and grasps his hand,
then leads him to the aquarium to view the fish.

ill The child tells a peer -"I'll show you how to do that."

The child says confidently to a peer, "Watch me do this."

The child says to her peers, "You guys be the horses
and I'll be the cowboy."
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Resisting [ RFSISTS 4) ]: The child does not comply with
or ignores in a positive manner.
verbal and/or nonverbal peer,
attempts to control his behavior.

ExaMples:

&When asked by a deer to join in a_:n art activity,
the chip. says ,amiably, "1 want to go play with the
blocks."

_

'o The child simply says "ho"''when asked by a peer to
go get a harmer.

When a peer comes over and asks the child to co:e
int6-the house, the child ignores the peer's
guestion(and does not respond-.

Other [0TH

Example's:

The child interacts in a cooperative
and'pos4ive manner with a peer(s).
The chit is sharing, helping, taking
turns, working jointly, listening,
or talking to the peer(s). This item
is marked for each sitive behavior

!!that is clea
resisting behavior.

While playing with playdough at the art table, the
child divides andshares his playdough with a peer
who does not have. any.

The child is'playing a-lotto game with a peer.

o The child is listening to a peer who is talking
! ,directly to her.

The child and:a peer are playing follow the leader
down the clim.er.

o During snack,'the child and a,peer are looking at
each other and Making funny faces.
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Sul sate -or 'pur =ose of -+_eer interactions,* It.the
child is. interacting peer (s), t en you must
decide which one of the following fouzlitems best
describes the purpose` of the child's interaption:-
say, do, support, or nonapplicableTo,correctly
code this category, you should focuson'the intention
of-the.c_ verbal or nOnverbal behavior.,

The child requests:or provides actual statements
or e planations concerning a task, a problem, a
causal relationship or other_events and situations
in his'environment.

Examples:

While playing with a peer at the workbench/ the
child asks, "Whero',s the hammer?"

e The .child asks a peer, "Why are you doing that?"

O The child turns to a nearby peer and, says, "Look
it's snowing outside.,"

When asked a question 'by a Peer, the child simply
replies, "No."

Do: The child requests or provides physical a-Sista ce
or materials.

Examples:

el The child requests a peer to come over and help
obtain a_foTfrom another peer.

O At snack time the child helps a peer pour her juice.

6 The child hands a peer, a block.

O The child tells a p6er, "Make a ',V for me."

Support (SU): The child is used by or uses a peer
for obtaining coMfort,. protection,
and/or reassurance after a hurt,
disappointment, or other prOblem
situations The child does not seek
or provide assistance or information
for solvinIP4the problem. This item
i also coded for verbal expressions
OfSympathy or empathy.



Note:

Mild pats her arms around a crying peer.

child takes a hold of poer's hand after
een slugged by anothelvhild.

ohild.says a peer "I did 't mean to knock
11

_OPin

AD The child.say$ to an9ther child, "Bob took.my track."
The child,does,not Ask the peer to.he],p get it back.

After-falling off a .tricycl.6( the child cries to a
peer, "My 'knee hurtl."

NonapPlicable

Examples:

This item is marked'whenever the
purpose of the child's interaction
with a. peer is clearly not one of

:Irequesting-enprOvidingriformation,
assistance, materials, or emotional
support.

The child and-a peer are paint, monster picture
together at the art easel.

al A peer tells the child

&The' child laughs at a peer
f$iver and giggl 0

is A peer tells the child, "I ate lunch

do so ething.

antics. The peer looks

When a behavior occurs that could be coded as eith_
Say or,Do, yod should code Say. For example, if a
child asks a peer, "How do I do-this?", assume the
,child's intent is to get information (not-Ohysical
help) and mark Say.

ubc to -or c Hole d durin eersinteractio
If the chJqdis'interacting with a peer, then.. qu
must decide which one of the following three items
best describes the child's role: requester, giver,
or nonapplicable.
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Re ueste '(REAL. The child requests the peek to say'
or do something or give emotional
support by posing,a questidn, making
a demand, or in some-panner-indicating
li.e., physical gestures) a need of
help, materials, inf rrha, ion, or
?motional Supportf7fro peer.

is-The.childaAksa-peer "Mhrare you doing that?)"'

to- The, child asks a peer-, "How do-you make a 117"2"

The child holds ha' s with a friend immediate-3.y
after the teacher, lid scolded the child.

(

Thd child gestuzes to a peer to come over and tee
What she is doing.

Giver (G

Examples:

,r.The child gives information, ass dtanc-
materialst or emotional support to a
peer in the form pf.factual statements,
explanations, or physical gestures. The
_child may.Provide this spQntaneously -or
on.the peer's request.

The child turns to a nearby peer and sa
sknowing outside!"

_herchild,hands a peer a- block,

0.' The child puts her arms around.

fir The child Shows a peer how tb mix.blue and green'
paint together to make a new color.

"Look it'

crying peer.

The child is not-requesting or.
providing information, assistance,
materials,or. emotional support.
This itemiS marked whenever
nonapplicable is coded r

subcategory 3c.
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Examples:

44, The child listens to a' peer tell a story. The
cdild did not ask the peer to tell the story.

The child and a peer are,painting a monster
picture together at the art easel.

overas A peer comes over to the child and,says
cleanup time."

,

al The child pu s a
fountain3 knocking

away from the drink4.ng
down onto the door.

or 4. Interadtions with Adult

Category 4 is coded when the target child interacts with
an adults) by looking at, listening to, talking with, or
sharing materials and working on a common project. The adult
the child is looking atror listening to must be looking at
the child ar.speakingdirectly to the target child. lathe ,

child is interacting With an adult in any of these ways di

during the 5-secondjinterval, his behavior is coded in three
subcategories to indicate: (a) the type of adult into action;
(h) the purpose of the adult interactiOn7 and (c) the: ole
played during,the adult interaction. In order to cod_ .

Category 4, you pla'ce a slash ,mark in each of these sub-
categories (4a, 4b, and 4c) to describi-Ee child's interactiOn
with an Sdult1s). If more than one of the items in a given
subcategory occurs during the 5-second interval, put a slash
mark beside 1-te item having the longst duration,

.

Subcategories. When you have decided that Category 4
i. applies to the-FErld's beh'a'vior, you must place a slash mark

,

on ,one item in eayh of the,t16kee subcategories 4a, 4bi' and

.

;`n
Di.ba%gasyLiaTyge_o6 -ifadult n

.

teractioh. If the chtie
is interacting with an adult, then you must decide =
which one of the following:four items best describes-
'the type of adult interactlom: negative', controlling,
resisting', or other.`

Nd ative [NEC (- The child expresses verbal and/or
nonverbal aggression or hostility
toward the adult-he is ihteradting
with.-,
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The ch ld,scream adult, "Shut -up!"

al The child hits the-AdUlt-.,-

The child 'tells an aide, "Leave
pushes her away.

When the teacher asks the child
the child throws the cookies on
over the milk.

e alone'," and

to finish, his snack,
e floor, dumping,

Controlling JcNT (-1-)1. The child attempts verbally
and/oenonverbally to direct,
influence, or manipulate the
behavior of an adult(?) in a
positive manner (i.e., without
showing verbal or physical
aggression). The intent of the
child's beh#vibeis directed.:'.
toward one of the following out-
comes: changing the adult'h
course of action, initiating 'a
new adult .behavior, or telling
(and /or showing) the adult-what
to do or how to act.

The child. yel

The child approaehesan -Aid and
build this block--tCwer with e."

s to the teacher, Brown, 'come

ay a' "I want you t

At the child goes over to &teacher and ShoWs her his
unzipped pants ,,12:qhe tdacher'zips up his pants.-

e The child tells

R isting

an aide , '" I'll show you how tt?

The child does_nOt comply with
or ignores in a positivefflanher
verbal and/or nonverbal adult 4

attempts to control hiS,bhavior.



'E

When the teacher sa4S "clean-up time-;."- the .child
tells the teacher', "I've clean, 4 my share; I
can go to-snack now."

When_ -1d. by the teacheKdro
chil ass erts, "I'd rate

the art area, the
_lay gt the toy table."

+1..h teacher addresses a question to the child and
the child ignores her

.

Other [0TH (+)]: The child interacts in a cooperative_
manner with an adult(s). The child is
helping, following instructions', Working
with, listening, or talking to the
adult(s). This item is marked for
each Positive behavior .hat 4i clearly
net a controlling or resisting behavior

Examples:

el The -child .approaches the teacher and-offers- tohelp-
put away the 'dress-up clothes.

--e,The child listens to the teacher eiplain a Sarno

Wheh the teachex asks the child,toshare the pasta
jar with another peer, the.-child mcves the Paste-to
the middle of the table for sharing.

The CI-dd teacher are talking
carry -the snags to the table

as they bath__,'

or 4b. Fur ose of adult 'interactions. If
e child is Interacting with an adult(s), then yo#

must decide which-one of the follibWing four items
'test :describes the OuFpctse of the child's inter=
action: say, do, suppcirt, or nonapplicable: To
Correctly codethis category, you should focus on
the intention oethe child's- verbal r nonverbal

'behavior;,

The child requests or provides faCtual"Statepents
orAxplanations concerning atask,,g problem,
taAisal relationship or other,events and situations
in his environment.



;.7 .

When asked by; the teachet to tell what shape she
Fioldi,ng in her hand, the'child responds, "That's
circle."

O -The child tells the teacher. that today is his
birthdax.

.The child asks
are. N

The Child asks the teacher' "When is
lunch time?"

was
a

a parent aide where the paint'brushes

Do: The Child requests o
pr materials,

Examples:

proVidesphy iCal assistance-

a After an unsucceisful attempt ,to play with play roughs,
the child' goes over to the teat r and lemf.,nds, "Make
h share, with me."

igter using
teachT6r-And

The child he

the toilet; the child'goes oydt to the
waAs 'for her to' zip; up, his pants.-

s the aide put the blacks on the shellf

'41D-The child-hands-the cookie tray to the teacher

Note: When a behavior occurs that-could be coded either as
Say or Do, you should code Say. For example, if a
child asks an adult, "How do 2 do this?", assume the
child's intent it to get information (not physical
help) and mark, Say.

The child is used by or uses an adult
for obtainihg comfort, protection, and
reassurance after a hurt, disappointmeqt,
or other problem situations. The child
does not seek or provide assistance or
information for solving the problem
Thia'4,,,em is also coded for verb1.1
expressions of sympathy or empathy.
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Examples:

The child holds hands with an adu
after a peer has hit her

O During a loud rainstorm, the-'.child go
the teacher and sits in her,ler

ediately

s over to

O The child rubs the teacher's had after she bumped
it oni agcupboard door.

The child says to aparent
got, a bad cold.'

ide, "I'm so ry .you
*-

Nonalale(NA): This item is marked henever the
purpose of the child's interaction
with an adult isclarly not one
of requesting'or providing infcr7
mation, assistance, materials, or
emotional support. -

Examples:.

When the teacher
the child throisrs

--oVerthe

0 The child
story.

The child
eat their

The Child

ask` the'child-to-'abish h" snack,
the-cookies on the "floor, dumping

listens to -a: volunteer parent aide, tell a

and the teacher smile at each other as they
snack.

hits an aide.

Subeategor4d. Role ;played during adult interactions.
If the child is interacting with an adult, then you
must decide which one of the following three items
best describe the child's role requester, giver,
or nonapplicable.

Requester (REQ): 'the child requests the adult to say,
do, or giVe emotional support by posing
a question, making a demand, or in
Some manner indicating (i.e., physical-
gestures) a need of help, materials,
iftformation,Jor emotional support from
an adult.
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Alter an unsuccessful attempt to Play with th
pleydough, the childfgoes over to the teacher an
demands, "Mak e. r share with me."

The handa,with an adult immediately
after a peer has hit her

The ,child asks a paren
are.

aide!whertthe paint brushes'

The child asks the.teacher-, It

lunch time?"

The c dngivies,informatA.on, assistance,
mater ls; or'emottonal support to a
peer in the form of factual:fttatementa,
egplanations, or Physical gestures. The
chit may provide this* spontaneously or
on t adult's request.

Tie dhil'&tells.theteacher

.The child answers the-aide s_ _ .

The 6hill rubs the teacher's
it on a cupboard door.

that today-

question.

sj his,birthday.

head after she pumped.

The child hands an aide her ,coat..

Nonapplicable (NA): Tie child is not uesting or giving
information, assis ce, materials,
or emotional suppo t. This item is
marked whenever nonapplicable is
coded. in subcategory 4c.

Examples:

The teacher tells

The child listens

the chip. to.clean up his toys.

to the tteacher explain a game.
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The chi
. problem.

listen to the teacher explain how to do a

The volunteer aide gives-the child a

-The child ;bites the teacher%
. -

Classroom on.Ca acit

The kinds of child-child 2Child-adult intern ions
that are =likely to haPPep Vary a cording to the time f day
or activity schedule: , So it is ,necessary for tie ob erver to
describe the c1ass0001-0s interaction capacity during' each
bseryation unit. To thith,-the observer surveys_thi class-

room in order to determine,the-degree of interactions Occutring-
,amongchildren and,adults after each 5-secoAd-_observation. -Jhe
observer's attention is no-longer directed tar the target

,- _.child, but on, the classroom as a whole. Thus, even though the
target child's behavior islOt congruent with the behavior
of the other children (e.g., the focal chad is being restricted
by an adult),,the observer still indicates to what extent
interactions may occur during that observational unit. -

For Category 5, the, observer looks at the whole classroom
and indicates the interaction capacity of the classroom during
each observation unit by placing a slash-mark next to the
appropriate item. Theiitems are: maximal, moderate, and
minimal.

Maximal (MAX) This item refers to those parts of the day\

in which children and adults are free tc
tiate or maintain spontaneous inter-

tions (verbally or physically) among
tbemaelVes.-.-The children generally
able to choose their own activity, with-

-minimalstrUaturing of direction by -an-
'adult, These periods are -sometimes--
labelled by teachers-as "free play" or
"free dhpide"-periods.

Examples:

For-a thirty-plinute period, children are free to
choose and move at their own discretion among any
activity available.in_ the room.
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For a fifteen-minute period, children are frees
to choose and move at their own discretion among
activitie=s prepared andiset up-by an adult.'
Activities are carried out individually by the
children with minimal directionby the adult.

Moderate (MOD): This item refer try those parts of
the day in which the opportunity for
spontaneous intet ction among adults
and children is sill.14stanially reduced.
During -this period, classroom behavior
is typically less decided by children
and more directed by an adult. There
is still some opportunity for spon-
taneous interactions to occur within
this given structure.

Examples:
I

F r a ten - minute period, the children_are.assigned
a small group (3-8 children) where the teacher

i reading a story= The children are expected to
re ain with :the group, but may_talk to the teacher
an other children at' rloints during the story or

er the story is completed.:

After e. !*thirty-Minute. period of .free,play", the
children are engaged in "clean -up" activities

.

The children may interact with one another,. but ti
Are all expected to help the teacher or sit in a
designated area of the oom

Y

el During snack and meal times the children are assigned
to a g-11 table and adult. The children are expected.
to remain, at the table, but may interact among them-
selves or with their assigned adult.

Minimal MIN) This item efers to those parts of the
day in whi childrenare not free to

0 initiate/maintain spontaneous inter-
actions (verbally or physically),among
thsmselves. Classroom behavior of the
children is primarily controlled and,
directed by an adult.



Examples:

O During A fiftqen-minute period, all the children
are sitting in a large group listening to the
teacher's story. The.childrvn are expected to
pay Witte -pita a :lot interact (physically or
verbally dAr,ing this peFiod. ,

e

e During isnack and meal times, the children.,are
assigned.to tables and an adult. The children
are expected to use this time for eating, not
interacting.

to During a twenty-minute period, ail the children are
sitting in a large group singing with the teacher.
All children are expected to participate and
interactions among children are discouraged and
restricted.
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